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Lodge Officer’s Reports:
Atala Chapter had their first chapter meeting last Thursday.
Ocoee Chapter had an election.
Secretary reported that 53 people were pre-registered. 10 are candidates.
Training chair will be asking members if they would like OA training at the University of
Scouting. He needs volunteers for Ordeal Training.
Fall Ordeal:
Logan Bailey proposed two different schedules for ordeal. Schedule A was approved with
revisions to the brotherhood testing time.
It was brought up that all participants at ordeal will be staying in Sunny Ridge.
The ceremony team will practice at camp due to scheduling issues. They are asked to arrive
early.
Luke Darr, Ordeal Master, will be in charge of flags and organize clans.
After Ordeal orientation on Sunday all arrowmen will break into chapter meetings.
Fall Fellowship:
We need ideas for the upcoming lodge fellowship and banquet. Logan reviewed some of the
past fellowship activities.
Some themes suggested were 007, ties of brotherhood, sports competition between chapters.
Cub N’ Partner:
It was proposed we use an incentive to get arrowmen to work at cub and partner, an example
was offering a T-shirt or a patch. Also it was approved that we give participants aprons.
Unit of Excellence Award:
Damon Miller gave the lodge a brief over view of unit of excellence. December 1 st is the
deadline for units to have a Troop Representative and Troop OA Adviser.
OA Trail Crew Grant:
Tyler Morris gave a short presentation of proposed OA trail crew program for Skymont. The
lodge approved the motion for a trail crew program for Skymont. The grant application will be
completed and sent next month.
New Business:

It was brought to the lodge’s attention that there are no officers in the lodge that are trained. It
was proposed to have a LLD as a weekend event instead of just a few hours on Saturday December 14,
2013. Logan asked Mitchell to present a more detailed proposal at the October LEC.
Logan Bailey presented new patch designs. We need a new lodge flap design for the upcoming
NOAC. The NOAC patch needs to be determined very soon. It must be painted on the lid and sent to
national.
Everyone is to encourage arrowmen to attend 2015 NOAC on August 3-8 at Michigan State
University in East Lansing. The goal is to have enough members going to have two buses.
Respectfully submitted,
Brad Evans

